KELLY HOWELL

Kelly Howell is an accomplished pianist. She is very comfortable in a
setting that she can free wheel performing whatever the audience likes.
Popular hits of easy listening like Sarah McGlaughlin, more upbeat rock n roll
such as The Beatles or smooth jazz standards. Her repertoire is lengthy. Kelly
has a wondeful voice along with an easy going sense of humour. Audiences
love her ! She can be seen frequently at Fallsview Niagara's new R5 Piano
Lounge.
If you’re looking for the versatility to make any event a memorable one,
look no further than Kelly Howell. This Canadian Idol finalist and piano-playing
diva has a repertoire of over 600 songs, with something for every setting from
swanky jazz club to corporate cocktail party. Or perhaps your venue is more
geared for a high energy, interactive, hilarious dueling piano show. Kelly’s
musical specialties range from classic Frank Sinatra, Patsy Cline and Billie
Holiday to more contemporary Norah Jones, Coldplay, Sheryl Crow and Alicia
Keys. From motown to disco to 80's rock to power ballads, everyone will leave
with a request played and great memories.
Kelly can also be booked with her 3 piece jazz band, the Late Greats.
Featuring the music of Diana Krall, Etta James and Nat King Cole among
others, Kelly and the Late Greats will have your guests feeling nostalgic for the
classic jazz and blues era. Putting fresh spins on classic tunes allows Kelly and
the Late Greats to create an endearing genre all their own.
Interested in a crowd-pleasing show with lots of laughs and participation?
Count on Kelly and one of her dueling piano partners to provide a one of a kind
experience for your patrons. Featuring great oldies, rock’n’roll and sing alongs
from artists like Billy Joel, Elton John and the Beatles to name a few, dueling
pianos is a hand-clapping, foot tapping, sing-along show heavily based on
humour, crowd participation and requests.
Regardless of venue or setting, if you’re looking for exceptional talent,
versatility and professionalism, look no further than bubbly, red-headed diva,
Kelly Howell.
www.schurmanentertainment.com
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